In this tutorial we summarize the physics and mathematics behind refractive electromagnetic wave bending and delay. Refractive bending and delay through the Earth's atmosphere at both radio/millimetric and optical/IR wavelengths are discussed, but with most emphasis on the former, and with Atacama Large Millimeter Array (ALMA) applications in mind. As modern astronomical measurements often require sub-arcsecond position accuracy, care is required when selecting refractive bending and delay algorithms. For the spherically-uniform model atmospheres generally used for all refractive bending and delay algorithms, positional accuracies 1 ′′ are achievable when observing at zenith angles 75
INTRODUCTION
The path through the Earth's atmosphere of an electromagnetic wave emitted by an astronomical source deviates from a straight line connecting source and observer. This deviation is due to changes in the real portion of the refractive index of the Earth's atmosphere, defined as the ratio of the speed of light in a vacuum and the phase velocity in the medium through which the electromagnetic wave propagates:
n ≡ c v phase .
These changes in the refractive index of the atmosphere, combined with Fermat's principle, which states that an electromagnetic signal will follow the path between source and observer which takes the least amount of time, results in a path which is "curved". An observer on the surface of the Earth measures the effect of this curved path of the electromagnetic signal from the astronomical source as a deflection of the apparent position of the source and a delay in the arrival time of the electromagnetic signal. These two effects are generally referred to as atmospheric refractive electromagnetic wave bending and delay, respectively. Both of these effects lead to errors in astronomical position measurement. Atmospheric refractive bending leads to astronomical position errors measured by single telescopes, while atmospheric refractive delay leads to position errors measured by interferometers. For refractive signal bending an observer measures jmangum@nrao.edu patrick.wallace@stfc.ac.uk a difference between the unrefracted (or topocentric) zenith distance 1 of an astronomical source (z) and the observed zenith distance (z 0 ) of that source:
To relate this refractive signal bending to the refractive index n we introduce the "refractivity" at the observer (N 0 ), which is related to refractive index (n 0 ):
where N 0 , measured in parts per million, is a function of the atmospheric pressure (P 0 ), temperature (T 0 ), and relative humidity (RH 0 ) at the observer. The refractive delay experienced by an incoming electromagnetic wave due to its propagation through the Earth's atmosphere is given by:
where s is the path through and n is the refractive index of the atmosphere. The goal of this tutorial is to provide a summary of the standard models used to calculate atmospheric electromagnetic signal bending and delay. With this summary we also discuss the limitations of these models and their relationship to example astronomical measurements. All of the refractive models we address are limited by the simplifications imposed by the parameterization of the Earth's atmosphere (Section 3.1). For example, all of the atmospheric models we incorporate in our refractive signal analysis assume a static, homogeneous, two-layer (troposphere and stratosphere) atmosphere. We do not address, for example, effects due to time-variable atmospheric inhomogeneities (i.e. scintillation).
In this tutorial we begin by describing the physics of refractive bending (Section 2), which includes a discussion of the plane-parallel (Section 2.1) and radially-symmetric (Section 2.2) approximations to the calculation of refractive bending. We then review the general formalism used to describe refractive electromagnetic wave bending through the Earth's atmosphere (Section 3), and describe a standard procedure used for calculating the refractive bending due to the Earth's atmosphere. This discussion necessarily involves a model of the Earth's atmosphere (Section 3.1). Our discussion of atmospheric refractive signal bending ends with a discussion of commonly-used approximations to the refractive bending (Section 3.2).
Our discussion of refractive delay (Section 4) describes the general formalism and common usage of "delay models". This discussion of refractive delay includes an analysis of two additional corrections to the refractive delay at an antenna which is relevant to interferometric array observations: differential atmospheric curvature (Section 4.1.1) and antenna height correction (Section 4.1.2). Section 5 provides some background information on some of the generator function references presented, while Section 6 presents our conclusions. Throughout this tutorial application of the formalisms presented is made for the case of the propagation of radio through submillimeter wavelength electromagnetic radiation. We use the Atacama Large Millimeter Array (ALMA) as a source for many of these illustrative examples.
At a fundamental level the accuracy of the techniques presented in this tutorial are limited by the simplifications warranted by the need to model global atmospheric properties using local measurements. These simplifications include hydrostatic equilibrium for the dry component and uniform mixing of the wet component (mainly the troposphere) of the Earth's atmosphere. Another major source of uncertainty is our limited understanding of the dispersive and non-dispersive refractive properties of the water molecule. We make no attempt to quantify these uncertainties rigorously, but do provide observational limits to the measured position of an astronomical source imposed by the simplified algorithms presented.
THE PHYSICS OF REFRACTIVE BENDING
As was noted in Section 1, the path of an electromagnetic wave through a refractive medium, such as the Earth's atmosphere, is governed by Fermat's Principle. Figure 1 displays the example of an electromagnetic signal propagating from one medium (i.e. vacuum) with index of refraction n 1 to another medium (i.e. the top of the Earth's atmosphere) with index of refraction n 2 . Using the dimensions illustrated in Figure 1 :
where v 1 and v 2 are the phase velocities of the electromagnetic signal within each medium. Using the fact that the total vertical distance that the electromagnetic signal will travel is given by d = y 1 + y 2 , we can substitute for y 2 in Equation 5 and differentiate with respect to y 1 in order to find the minimum time needed for the electromagnetic signal to travel from point A to point B:
Setting Equation 6 equal to zero and noting that sin θ 1 = y 1 / x 2 1 + y 2 1 , sin θ 2 = y 2 / x 2 2 + y 2 2 , and n = c/v, we find that:
which is Snell's Law. If we now assume that the refractive medium is composed of stratified layers which are radially-symmetric about a common center, we can derive an equation which relates the total amount of electromagnetic signal refraction to the local atmospheric conditions at the point of observation. Before deriving the exact form for the refraction it is instructive first to derive the approximate form for the refraction assuming a plane-parallel atmosphere.
Plane-Parallel Atmosphere
In the following we derive the approximate form for electromagnetic signal refraction when the medium through which the signal is propagating is assumed to be plane-parallel. This derivation follows closely and attempts to summarize that presented in three of the standard references for this work: Smart (1962), Bean & Dutton (1966), and Green (1985) . A visualization of a stratified plane-parallel atmosphere is shown in Figure 2 . Consider an atmosphere with N horizontallystratified layers with refractive indices n N , n N −1 , . . ., n 1 , n 0 . An electromagnetic signal entering the atmosphere at zenith angle z will be successively refracted through each layer, with the angle of refraction governed by Snell's Law (Equation 7):
This successive application of Snell's Law results in the following relationship between the physical conditions at the top of the refractive medium and those at the point of observation:
where we have used the fact that the refractive index of free-space n N is 1 and z N is the unrefracted (or topocentric) zenith distance z. Defining the angle of refraction R ≡ z − z 0 , and noting that R ≪ 1, we can write Equation 9 as follows:
which is the equation for the total refraction in the limit of a stratified plane-parallel atmosphere. With the refractivity at the observer defined by Equation 3, the refraction at the observer, R 0 , is given by:
Inserting the standard dry atmosphere value for N 0 ≃ 280 ppm yields:
2.2. Radially-Symmetric Atmosphere In the following we extend the formalism used to derive the refractive angle induced by a plane-parallel refractive medium to the general case of a radially-stratified atmosphere ( Figure 3) . As with our derivation of the refraction due to a plane-parallel medium, the following derivation follows closely and attempts to summarize that presented in three of the standard references for this work: Smart (1962), Bean & Dutton (1966), and Green (1985) . We start with Snell's Law applied to first layer of the atmosphere:
and noting that, for the triangle CQP, with line segments CP ≡ r N and CQ ≡ r N −1 :
Eliminating ψ from Equations 13 and 14:
Applying Equation 15 to the last layer of the atmosphere above the observer:
Noting that the unrefracted (topocentric) zenith angle z is given by:
and that the angle φ N is equal to the angle between r and the tangent to the angle θ:
Since it is the variation of z with height above the observer that produces the total refraction at the observer, we need to take the differential of Equation 17 and use Equation 18:
and Equation 16:
where we have kept only first-order terms in the differentials. Combining Equations 19 and 20:
after which we can integrate over all layers in the spherically-symmetric atmosphere, which results in the astronomical refraction, R, defined as the topocentric (i.e. unrefracted) zenith angle minus the observed (i.e. refracted) zenith angle:
where n is the index of refraction, z is the zenith angle, and the integral is carried out along the path of the electromagnetic wave. In the next section we address the specific problem of calculating the refractive electromagnetic signal bending due to the Earth's atmosphere.
REFRACTIVE BENDING DUE TO THE EARTH'S ATMOSPHERE
Since the mid-1700s astronomers have studied refractive bending of electromagnetic waves due to the Earth's atmosphere in order better to understand the correspondence between measured and absolute positions of astronomical objects. Young (2004) presents a very thorough historical review of the development of our understanding of atmospheric refraction at optical wavelengths. The development of radio refraction algorithms parallels that described by Condon (2004) for the Green Bank Telescope. There have been many formulations of the equation which describes the bending of light through the Earth's atmosphere (see Young 2004) . The following derivation of a generalized refractive bending calculation using a simple ray-trace analysis was originally proposed by Auer & Standish (1979) 2 and further developed by Hohenkerk & Sinclair (1985) , and is described in Urban & Seidelmann (2013) . A modern description of the algorithm can be found in Auer & Standish (2000) . The SLALIB 3 refraction function slaRefro uses a modified version of the Hohenkerk & Sinclair (1985) development of the Auer & Standish (1979) algorithm. Recent versions of slaRefro include an atmospheric model (Liebe et al. 1993 ) that allow for calculation of the atmospheric refractivity up to frequencies of 1 THz.
In principle, the refraction R could be calculated directly from Equation 22 by numerical quadrature. But, as Auer & Standish (1979 , 2000 point out, numerical difficulties at z = 90
• make it preferable to use z itself as the variable of integration. Auer & Standish (2000) derive a transformed version of Equation 22 which varies slowly over z and avoids the numerical difficulties at z = 90
• . Following their derivation, Equation 22 can be written in terms of ln(n) as follows:
Taking the logarithmic derivative of Equation 16 ln(rn) = ln(n 0 r 0 sin
and substituting this expression into Equation 23
Further substituting the following
leads to
which is Equation 3 from Auer & Standish (2000) . Making the substitution
leads to the following
Note that one can replace the refractive index n with the refractivity N using Equation 3. Equation 29 is well-behaved at z = 90
• and can be evaluated by quadrature using equal steps in z. At each step in z the corresponding values for r, n, and dn dr must also be calculated, thus requiring input from a model of the radial variation of P, T, and RH in the Earth's atmosphere (see Section 3.1). Values for r, n, and 
One can find the root of Equation 30 by Newton-Raphson iteration, whereby the following equation is calculated with an initial guess (r 0 ) to find successive potential roots (r 1 , r 2 , . . . ):
for i = 1, 2, . . ., where r i is the value of r calculated at the previous step of the integration, and we have used the fact that
Convergence of this iteration is fast, requiring only about 4 steps. Once one has a converged solution for r, n and dn dr can be calculated using the chosen atmospheric model.
The calculation then continues by integrating Equation 29 over each atmospheric interval (troposphere and stratosphere) using Simpson's rule with summation over equal steps in
where f n is f (x) evaluated at x = x 0 , x 1 , x 2 , and x 3 . One can then compare each integration result with the result of the previous step of this integration. There is then a check for either convergence (slaRefro uses at the tropopause, so the refraction integral must be calculated in two parts: one for the troposphere and another for the stratosphere. Note also that atmospheric inhomogeneities can be accounted for in this formalism by using multiple components in the integration.
Atmospheric Model
Equation 29 requires a description of the radial variation of n and its derivative dn dr , which depend upon the radial variation of P , T , and RH in the Earth's atmosphere. A number of analytic expressions for n(r) and dn dr have been used in the past, including the piecewise polytropic model of Garfinkel (1944 Garfinkel ( , 1967 . Following the atmospheric model described by Sinclair (1982) and Hohenkerk & Sinclair (1985) , a simple two-component model for the Earth's atmosphere can be defined as follows:
• Spherically symmetric distribution of density with two layers (troposphere and stratosphere).
• Hydrostatic equilibrium.
• Perfect gas law applies.
• Temperature decreasing at a constant rate with height in the troposphere and constant in the stratosphere.
• The Gladstone-Dale relation, n − 1 = aρ, which relates the refractive index n and the density ρ, where a is a constant which depends only on the local physical properties of the atmosphere.
• Two layer structure 4 with a < ∞ for r e ≤ r ≤ h t and a = ∞ for h t ≤ r ≤ h s .
• Constant relative humidity in the troposphere which is consequently equal to the relative humidity measured at the observer.
• The following constants: km -Distance from the geoid to the observer: h 0 -Distance from the geoid to the tropopause: h t -Distance from the geoid to the limit of the stratosphere: h s -Total height of the observer: r 0 = r W GS84 +h 0 -Total height of the troposphere: r t = r W GS84 + h t -Total height of the stratosphere:
In the following we derive the radial variation of the temperature (T ) and pressure (P ).
Temperature Distribution
The distribution of temperature with r is defined as:
where α is often referred to as the "atmospheric temperature lapse rate". In the following analysis of the pressure distribution we will use these temperature relations.
Pressure Distribution
In the following we derive the distribution of pressure with height above the observer. The algorithm we describe follows closely that presented by Sinclair (1982) , Murray (1983) , and Hohenkerk & Sinclair (1985) . Combining the ideal gas law:
and the equation for hydrostatic equilibrium:
and the temperature distribution relation (Equation 34) we find that:
Integrating Equation 37 yields:
where we have defined:
The total atmospheric pressure (P ) and density (ρ) each have two components: the partial pressure and density due to dry air (P d and ρ d ) and the partial pressure and density due to water (P w and ρ w ). Since the water vapor pressure P w decreases much more rapidly than the total pressure P , we need to separate P into its constituent parts. These pressures and densities are related as follows:
using the Ideal Gas Law (Equation 35) for each component (dry, wet, and total), we can write Equation 35 as:
which allows us to write M atm in terms of its dry and wet components as using Equation 40:
Combining Equations 43, 37, and 38 produces a general expression which describes the variation of P with r:
Note that in Equation 44 g m (Equation B8) and T (Equation 34) are known functions of r. Only the radial dependence of P w is as yet unknown. At this point we need to take a little diversion into the relationship between relative humidity (RH) and saturation vapor pressure (e sat ). In Appendix C we note that the approximation:
for saturation vapor pressure agrees with the more exact expression (Equation C1: Buck (1981) ) to within ±0.2 hPa 5 for P between 600 hPa and 1200 hPa and T between −30 C and +20 C. Therefore, using Equation 45 in Equation 44 yields:
Integrating Equation 46 in the same way as for Equation 37 leads to the general expression which describes the radial dependence of atmospheric pressure:
Sinclair (1982) points out that W 0.003, which allows one to expand the exponential as exp(W ) ≃ 1 + W and write Equation 47 as:
3.1.3. Application to the Troposphere and Stratosphere
In the following we list the parametric forms for P (r), T (r), RH(r), n, and dn dr in the troposphere and the stratosphere:
Stratosphere:: (h t ≤ r ≤ h s ) For isothermal atmospheric layers (like the stratosphere), α = 0 and we use the approximation ln(1 + ǫ) → ǫ as ǫ → 0, which makes Equations 34 and 38 become
RH(r) = 0 (57)
3.1.4. Atmospheric Radio/Submillimeter Refractivity There are two ways to derive the atmospheric refractivity N 0 at the observatory for use in Equation 29:
1. Develop a closed-form expression for N rad 0 as functions of P and T .
2. Use an atmospheric model.
As the historical development of N 0 started with (1), which will also allow us to describe the physics behind this quantity, we revisit those expressions for N 0 ≡ N rad 0 which are appropriate for calculations at radio and submillimeter wavelengths 6 . In general, the refractivity of moist air at microwave frequencies depends upon the permanent and induced dipole moments of the molecular species that make up the atmosphere. The primary species that make up the dry atmosphere, nitrogen and oxygen, do not have permanent dipole moments, so contribute to the refractivity via their induced dipole moments. Water vapor does have a permanent dipole moment. Permanent dipole moments contribute to the refractivity as N rad 0 ∝ P T 2 , while induced dipole moments contribute as N rad 0 ∝ P T , where P is the pressure and T is the temperature of the species.
A simple parameterization of the frequencyindependent (nondispersive) refractivity at the zenith is given by the Smith-Weintraub equation (Smith & Weintraub 1953) :
where P d , P w , and P c are the partial pressures due to dry air, water vapor, and carbon dioxide, T is the temperature of the atmosphere, and k 1 , k 2 , k 3 , and k 4 are constants. The dry and wet air refractivities are then given by:
Since the partial pressure due to carbon dioxide is ∼ 0.04% 7 of the total pressure, this term is often ignored or lumped into the dry air contribution in the simple parameterizations of atmospheric refractivity.
The dry air contribution to this refractivity (N d ) is primarily due to oxygen and nitrogen, and is nearly in hydrostatic equilibrium. Therefore, N d does not depend upon the detailed behavior of dry air pressure and temperature along the path through the atmosphere, and can be derived based on local atmospheric temperature and pressure measurements. The wet air refractivity (N w ) can be inferred from local water vapor radiometry measurements.
Closed-form approximations for the nondispersive N rad 0 (P, T ) have been derived for use at frequencies below 100 GHz by Brussaard & Watson (1995) : Smith & Weintraub (1953) (see also Crane (1976) and Liebe & Hopponen (1977) ):
where P d is the partial pressure of dry gases in the atmosphere (in hPa),
7 At present, this compares with less than 0.03% in pre-industrial times, and is currently increasing by more than 0.002% per decade. P w is the partial pressure of water vapor (in hPa), P is the total barometric pressure (in hPa), which is equal to P d + P w , and
T is the ambient air temperature (in Kelvin).
The best of the closed-form approximations to the nondispersive refractivity, though, is the equation derived by Rüeger (2002) which uses what he describes as the "best average" values for the coefficients k 1 , k 2 , and k 3 (which includes a 375 ppm contribution due to carbon dioxide in the k 1 term):
Comparing these three closed-form expressions for radio refractivity at representative values of pressure, temperature, and relative humidity appropriate for the best (P = 560 hPa, T = −20 C, RH = 0%) and worst (P = 548 hPa, T = +20 C, RH = 100%) atmospheric conditions at the ALMA site (altitude = 5.0587 km) to a more exact model of the atmospheric refractivity (which includes a dispersive contribution), we find that: Smith & Weintraub (1953) , and Rüeger (2002) expressions agree to better than 0.1% for all conditions.
• The Brussaard & Watson (1995) , Smith & Weintraub (1953) , and Rüeger (2002) expressions agree with a more exact (i.e. including dispersive refractivity; Liebe (1989) ) atmospheric model prediction of N rad 0 to better than (see Figure 4) , various approximations are often made to reduce this expression to a simple analytic form. Some of the more generally useful forms are based on a generator function formalism which assumes an exponential atmospheric profile
where r and r 0 are height coordinates and H is the effective height of the atmosphere
where R g is the universal gas constant, M atm is the molar mass of the atmosphere, T is the temperature of the atmosphere, and g m is the gravitational acceleration constant measured at the center of the vertical column of air (see Section 3.1). One form of this generator function formalism has been described by Yan & Ping (1995) and Yan (1996) as follows:
where R 0 is defined in terms of N 0 in Equation 11 and where the generator function m ′ (z) is defined as follows:
cos z + 13.24969 I 2 sec z + 173.4233 (70) with
See Mangum (2001) for further information on the use of this formalism for calculating the refraction. Note, though, that the analysis presented in Yan & Ping (1995) purports to achieve an accuracy far better than is realistic. Furthermore, comparisons with the refraction function slaRefro suggests that the parametric equation presented in Yan & Ping (1995) is tuned to a specific set of site and meteorological conditions (sea level and relatively dry). An even simpler, though less exact, approximation to Equation 22 can be derived if one assumes a single-layer uniform atmosphere. Noting that Snell's Law (Equation 7) reformulated in terms of zenith angle for a singlelayer atmosphere (Equation 16 with φ = z) becomes:
we can solve for sin z and substitute into the trigonomet- under the worst (dashed curve) and best (solid curve) sets of atmospheric conditions measured at the ALMA site. The best-case condition is equivalent to a troposphere devoid of water vapor. The solid horizontal bars near the top of the diagram show the frequency ranges for the 10 ALMA receiver bands (Wootten & Thompson (2009) ric identity for tan z:
Substituting this expression into our general equation for atmospheric refraction (Equation 22 ) results in an approximation to the refractive atmospheric bending due to a single-layer Earth atmosphere:
As noted in Smart (1962, Chapter III, Section 37), since the height of the Earth's atmosphere at which the refractive medium is located is small in comparison with its radius (r ≪ r 0 ), we can use:
where ǫ ≪ 1 to substitute for r r0 in Equation 74:
which after integration (See Smart 1962; Green 1985) becomes:
where A, B, and C are constants dependent on the local atmospheric temperature, pressure, and relative humidity. The approximations used to derive Equation 77 are good for z ≤ 75
• . For a plane-parallel single-layer atmosphere all of the terms higher than first order in z are zero, which results in the following equation for the atmospheric refraction (see Equation 10):
(78) Figure 5 shows some example refraction calculations. 
REFRACTIVE DELAY DUE TO THE EARTH'S ATMOSPHERE
The calculation of the atmospheric refractive delay parallels that for refractive bending. To illustrate this fact, the plane-parallel atmosphere approximation to the general equation for atmospheric delay (Equation 4) is given by:
In practice the upper limit to the integral in Equation 79 is the top of the stratosphere. By using an atmospheric model to calculate N (r) one can numerically integrate Equation 79 to derive the refractive delay due to the atmosphere. Note that Equation 79 becomes inaccurate at large zenith angles.
To derive a more exact estimate of the atmospheric refractive delay one can assume an atmosphere that is horizontally stratified with an exponential distribution in scale height. Thompson et al. (2001) pp. 516-518 discuss this scenario, the derivation for which we reproduce in the following. The excess path length is given by:
where N 0 is the refractivity at the Earth's surface, h is the height above the Earth's surface, h atm is the atmospheric scale height, y is the length coordinate along the direction to the source, z is the antenna zenith angle while observing the source, and an exponential distribution to the atmospheric index of refraction has been assumed. One can relate y, h, h atm , and z as follows (see Figure 13 -4 in Thompson et al. (2001) , page 517) using the cosine rule on the triangle formed by r 0 , y, and r 0 +h:
Solving for h yields:
For the nearly right-angled triangle with sides y sin(z i ), y, and h, we can write:
Since r 0 ≃ 6370 km and h ≃ 12 km (the typical height of the troposphere, which varies from 9 to 17 km, pole to equator, and seasonally), r 0 ≫ h. Since z i ≃ z + h r0 , z i ≃ z (refractive bending is neglected). The equation for h in terms of y, z, and r 0 then becomes:
We can now write the expression for L as follows:
Since y r0hatm ≪ 1, the second term in the equation above can be expanded with a Taylor series so that:
Integration yields: Note that one must calculate N 0 using a suitable atmospheric model which uses measurements of the local atmospheric pressure, temperature and relative humidity to derive the resultant differential residual delay. In Figure 6 we show a representative calculation of L atm for the same set of typical atmospheric conditions on the ALMA site used to characterize the atmospheric refractive bending (R) in Figure 5 .
Differential Excess Atmospheric Delay Between Antennas
In the calculation of the atmospheric delay for the antenna elements in an interferometer, two additional delay corrections need to be considered. The first correction is due to the differential excess path length induced by a non-planar atmosphere (Hinder & Ryle 1971) . The second is a correction to N 0 at each antenna which accounts for differences in the height of the antenna (Az,El) intersection point above the reference point for the local atmospheric parameters for the interferometer.
Differential Atmospheric Curvature Delay Between Antennas
For antenna elements oriented along an east-west baseline observing a source that is transiting, we can estimate the change in excess atmospheric delay between one antenna and another antenna along this baseline. Taking the derivative of L atm with respect to z and multiplying this derivative by the baseline length D divided by r 0 yields the atmospheric differential delay between two antennas separated by distance D along an east-west baseline:
where D is in m, h 0 is in km, r 0 is in km, and the result is in mm. Figure 7 shows the results of Equation 89 as a function of N 0 for a range of baseline lengths and source zenith angles. To illustrate the magnitude of this correction to the atmospheric delay, for an antenna separation of ∼ 2 km observing a source at a zenith angle of ∼ 45 degrees the differential excess atmospheric curvature delay is ∼ 5N 0 µm. For a typical value of N 0 ∼ 300 ppm dLatm dz ≃ 1.5 mm.
Antenna Height Correction to Total Atmospheric Delay
In the calculation of the zenith atmospheric delay at an antenna it is assumed that the atmospheric properties (P, T, RH) are the values measured at the (Az,El) axis intersection point of the antenna. For example, in VLBI each antenna station has a set of associated weather measurements which are used to calculate N 0 . For a clustered array like the VLA or ALMA, the effects of the differences in antenna (Az,El) axis intersection point height above some reference point for the local atmospheric parameters need to be accounted for.
The antenna height correction to the total atmospheric delay can be estimated using a simple atmospheric delay model which corrects for the path difference between each antenna in an array and a reference point at the center of the array. For a clustered array like the VLA, the extra atmospheric path due to a difference in antenna height above the center-of-the-array reference point (∆H, in ns) is given simply by the change in atmospheric pressure between the antenna array elements. A simple estimate of the magnitude of the antenna height difference correction at the zenith can be obtained by assuming that the pressure P changes linearly with height. Then, for example, 100 cm of additional antenna height out of a total atmospheric height of 8 km would correspond to 100 cm 8 km P = 0.099 hPa of pressure differential, where we have assumed that P = 790 hPa (typical atmospheric pressure at the VLA site). The change to the dry term of the atmospheric delay is roughly 2.3 mm/hPa. This implies that a pressure change of 0.099 hPa corresponds to approximately 0.228 mm of path difference, which is approximately ten times smaller than the excess delay due to atmospheric curvature (Section 4.1.1).
Refractive Delay Calculation in Practice
Starting in the 1970's geodesists developed atmospheric refractive delay models which emphasized computational simplicity. As with the derivation of the atmospheric refractive bending, atmospheric refractive delay is generally parameterized as the product of a term which depends upon the local atmospheric parameters (Z) and a term which describes the zenith angle dependence of the atmospheric delay through the use of a "mapping function" 8 (M ). As was the case for atmospheric refractive bending, in lieu of an atmospheric model based calculation of N it is often convenient to separate the atmospheric delay into contributions due to the dry and wet components of the atmosphere:
where L d is the contribution due to dry air while L w is the contribution due to water vapor. In general L d and L w are parameterized in terms of a zenith contribution to the delay which is dependent upon local atmospheric conditions (Z) and a mapping function (M ) which relate delays at an arbitrary zenith angle z to that at the zenith:
Since z is the unrefracted zenith angle, refractive delay effects are included in the mapping functions M . In the following we describe typical methods for calculating Z and M .
Zenith Delay
The contribution to the atmospheric delay at the zenith (Z) is a measure of the integrated refractivity of the atmosphere at the zenith (N ). As was noted in Section 3.1.4 there are closed-form expressions for N (P, T ) which are appropriate for calculations at frequencies below 100 GHz. For high-frequency calculations, one must use an atmospheric model.
Mapping Functions
The simplest form for the mapping function (M ), which relates the delay at an arbitrary zenith angle z to that at the zenith, is given by the plane-parallel approximation for the Earth's atmosphere:
This simple form is in practice inadequate, which led Marini (1972) to consider corrections which accounted for the Earth's curvature. Assuming an exponential atmospheric profile where the atmospheric refractivity varies exponentially with height above the antenna, Marini (1972) developed a continued fraction form for the mapping function:
where we include only the first three terms in the continued fraction. The constants a, b, c, d, etc. in the continued fraction forms for the mapping functions presented in this tutorial are generally derived from analytic fits to ray-tracing results of standard atmospheric models. These mapping function constants are often optimized using measurements of the atmospheric distribution of pressure and temperature over an observatory (based on radiosonde measurements, for example). The mapping functions derived in Niell (1996) and Davis et al. (1985) are optimized in this way. Two slight modifications to the Marini (1972) continued fraction functional form can be implemented to force M = 1 at the zenith:
• Normalize Equation 93 as follows:
See Niell (1996) for a discussion of how to use this form of the mapping function 9 , including derivation of the coefficients a, b, and c.
• Replace the even numbered cos z terms (i.e. the second, fourth, sixth, etc.) with cot z:
Chao (1974) introduced this modification by truncating the Marini (1972) form to include only two terms.
As noted in Section 3.2, a similar continued-fractional form for the mapping function has been developed by Yan & Ping (1995) and Yan (1996) 
(Equation 70).
A physically more correct mapping function has been derived by Lanyi (1984) . Unlike previous mapping functions, Lanyi's does not fully separate the dry and wet contributions to the delay, which is a more physically correct approximation. It is based on an ideal model atmosphere whose temperature is constant from the surface to the inversion layer h 1 , then decreases linearly with height at rate W from h 1 to the tropopause height h 2 , then is assumed to be constant above h 2 . This mapping function is designed to be a semi-analytic approximation to the atmospheric delay integral that retains an explicit temperature profile that can be determined using meteorological measurements. The mapping function is expanded as a second-order polynomial in Z d and Z w , plus the largest third-order term. It is nonlinear in Z d and Z w . It also contains terms which couple Z d and Z w , thus including terms which arise from the bending of the electromagnetic wave path through the atmosphere. The functional form for the atmospheric delay in this Lanyi (1984) model is given by:
where
where Z d = dry atmospheric zenith delay, Z w = wet atmospheric zenith delay, F bn = n-th bending contributions to the delay, ∆ = dry atmospheric scale height = kT0 mgm , k = Boltzmann's constant, T 0 = daily average surface temperature, m = mean molecular mass of dry air, and g m = gravitational acceleration of the center of gravity of the air column. Standard values of k, m, T 0 = 292K (appropriate for mid-latitudes), g m = 978.37 cm/s 2 , and ∆ = 8.6 km, are assumed. The dry, wet, and bending contributions are expressed in terms of moments of the refractivity. The bending terms are evaluated for the 9 Note that Equation 4 in Niell (1996) contains a typo. The numerator should be just A, rather than ideal model atmosphere and thus give the dependence of the delay on the four parameters T 0 , W , h 1 , and h 2 . Therefore, the Lanyi (1984) model relies upon accurate surface meteorological measurements at the time of the observations to which the delay model is applied.
Note that, contrary to the rest of this tutorial, we have cast the functional form for the Lanyi (1984) atmospheric delay in terms of the elevation (E), which is the coordinate used by Lanyi (1984) , rather than zenith angle. As the terms in Equation 97 are complex functions of E, we opted not to provide a version of Equation 97 which used z as the dependent variable, mainly out of fear of possibly adding errors to this discussion.
Mapping Function Summary
Differences between the various mapping functions increase rapidly at high zenith angle (z > 80
• ). Lanyi (1984) has compared the (Marini 1972, Equation 93 ), (Chao 1974, Equation 95 ), and (Lanyi 1984, Equation 96) mapping functions for atmospheric refractive delay measurements at radio wavelengths. For z < 50
• these mapping functions differ by less than 4 mm in excess path length. At high zenith angles (z > 80
• ), though, these differences increase to 60 mm, rapidly increasing for even higher zenith angles.
Errors in the atmospheric path delay to an antenna are equivalent to errors in the vertical position of the antenna. Furthermore, for an interferometric antenna array errors in the vertical position of an antenna are to first-order proportional to an error in the interferometric baseline involving that antenna. Interferometric array baseline determination relies on measurements of astronomical point sources observed over as large a range in zenith angle as possible. Davis et al. (1985) showed that limiting the maximum zenith angle in a baseline measurement from 85 to 80 degrees results in an error in the baseline determination of ∼ 10 −5 . As baselines in an interferometric array must be measured to an accuracy of better than one part in 10 7 (Thompson et al. 2001 ) so as not to degrade the sensitivity of the measurements made with the interferometric array, errors in the determination of the atmospheric refractive delay can be significant for Very Long Baseline Interferometric (VLBI) measurements and/or interferometric measurements at millimeter and submillimeter wavelengths.
SOME BACKGROUND ON GENERATOR FUNCTION

REFERENCES
In the following we give some background information on some of the references quoted in this section: Niell (1996) :: Global Mapping Functions for the Atmospheric Delay at Radio Wavelengths. The standard reference for the derivation of a global mapping function for atmospheric delay. This derivation of the mapping function is noteworthy in that it attempts to represent analytically the global weather variations as a function of location (latitude) and time of year, and contains to adjustable parameters (i.e. does not require input pressure and temperature for each station). Note that Equation 4 in this paper has a typo whereby the terms which are printed as "1/term" in both the numerator and denominator should really be just "term" in both the numerator and denominator. Yan (1996) :: A New Expression for Astronomical Refraction. Related to the Yan & Ping (1995) reference above, but applied to the refraction calculation problem. Using the Yan & Ping (1995) and Yan (1996) references one can apply a unified formalism to both the atmosphere-induced refractive delay and bending problems.
CONCLUSIONS
Modern astronomical measurements often require subarcsecond position accuracy. For the simplified model atmospheres presented in this tutorial, which assume a spherical structure with hydrostatic equilibrium for the dry component (mainly the stratosphere) and uniform mixing of the wet component (mainly the troposphere) of the Earth's atmosphere, radio astronomical measurements with position accuracy 1 ′′ at zenith angles 75
• are achievable. Any of the functional forms for refractive bending and delay which assume a spherical atmosphere are satisfactory in this simplified scenario. For measurements at zenith angles 75
• , or for more realistic atmospheric conditions which violate the simple scenario described above, or when higher positional accuracy than ∼ 1 ′′ is required, more care needs to be taken in the algorithm choice for atmospheric refractive bending and delay.
For accurate calculation of the refractive electromagnetic wave bending and propagation delay at an Earthbound observatory, we recommend the following:
Refractive Bending Calculation:
Use the Auer & Standish (2000) method (Equation 29) with the procedure described in Section 3. The refractivity (N (P, T )) is derived from an atmospheric model such as Liebe (1989) Refractivity in the optical is cast in a slightly different form than that in the radio due to the fact that at optical wavelengths dispersion is important, and color must always be taken into account. Birch & Downs (1993) (see also Livengood et al. (1999) ) state that the optical refractivity is given by the following:
where 1.00047 (A3)
with P d and P w in hPa, T in K, and λ in µm. Note that we have ignored the small correction for an increase in CO 2 concentration in Equation A1.
ACCELERATION DUE TO GRAVITY
The mean acceleration due to gravity (g m ) at the center of mass of a vertical column of air above an observer is given by:
By expanding g(x) to first-order in x, fits to harmonic forms of g m as a function of latitude (φ) can be derived. Geodesists use a closed form of this harmonic function fit, known as the Somigliana-Pizzetti formula (Pizzetti 1894; Somigliana 1929; Moritz 1980) : g m = aγ e cos 2 φ + bγ p sin 2 φ a 2 cos 2 φ + b 2 sin 2 φ = γ e 1 + κ sin 2 φ 1 + e 2 sin 2 φ ,
where a and b are the semimajor and semiminor axes of the geocentric gravitational potential ellipsoid of revolution chosen to define the Earth's gravitational potential, γ e and γ p are the theoretical gravitational acceleration at the Earth's equator and pole, respectively, and e, the first eccentricity of the ellipsoid, and κ are defined as follows:
Two Chebyshev approximations to Equation B2 are in common usage in geophysics. The first has a relative accuracy of 10 −3 µm sec −2 (Moritz 1980) and is given by:
g m = γ e 1 + α 0 sin 2 φ + α 1 sin 4 φ + α 2 sin 6 φ + α 3 sin 8 φ ,
while the second has a relative accuracy of 1 µm sec −2 (Moritz 1980) and is given by: g m = γ e β 0 sin 2 φ + β 1 sin 2 2φ .
Equation B6 is the approximation most often used to compute the latitudinal dependence of gravitational acceleration in geophysics. Most derivations of the mean acceleration due to gravity at a given latitude calculate this quantity with reference to the center of mass of a vertical column of air above an observer (H c ). It is often convenient to calculate g m as a function of the height of an observer above sea level on the surface of the Earth (h 0 ). Saastamoinen (1972) points out that, due to the poleward slope of the tropopause and seasonal variations of T and P , regional and seasonal variations in H c tend to be smoothed out. To an accuracy of ±0.4 km, H c and h 0 are related by:
H c = 0.9 h 0 + 7.3 km (B7)
In the following we list a variety of formulations for g m as functions of latitude (φ) and observer height above sea level (h 0 , in km). These expressions for g m differ by the assumed gravitational potential ellipsoid and, with the exception of Equation B8, rely on the use of the approximate form for g m given in Equation B6. For observer height above sea level ranging from 0 to 25 m all of the expressions for g m listed in this appendix differ by less than 0.015%. Any of the g m listed below are sufficient for the refraction application. Note also that none of these expressions for g m take account of local gravitational variations such as from nearby mountains, which can be significant.
The expression for g m that we have adopted in this work comes from the definition adopted by the World Geodetic System 1984 (WGS84), with an additional height correction: as a function of observer latitude and height above sea level.
RELATIVE HUMIDITY AND SATURATION VAPOR PRESSURE
Note that the relative humidity at the observer (RH 0 , in percent) is related to the saturation vapor pressure (e sat , in hPa; Buck (1981) ) as follows (see Crane (1976)) e sat = 1.0007 + 3.46 × 10 −6 P 0 6.1121 exp 17.502T 0 T 0 + 240.97 (C1)
This relationship between e sat , P w0 , and RH 0 is useful when using expressions for N 0 which involve linear and quadratic expansions in P 0 and P w0 . Unfortunately, this complicated form for e sat does not yield itself to closed-form integration. By assuming that the relative humidity remains constant throughout the troposphere, and equal to its value at the observer (RH(r) = RH 0 ), we can write: P w P w0 = e sat (P, T ) e sat (P 0 , T 0 )
Tabulated values of e sat versus T indicate that:
e sat (P, T ) e sat (P 0 , T 0 ) = T T 0 γ (C4) which yields:
As noted by Sinclair (1982) and Hohenkerk & Sinclair (1985) , the power index γ is derived by fitting to the tabulated values of P sat versus T given in List (1952) . This fit produces the following:
Comparing this expression with that derived by Buck (1981) (Equation C1 ) for P between 600 hPa and 1200 hPa and T between −30 C and +20 C indicates agreement to within ±0.2 hPa. Therefore, the approximate relation between P sat and T (Equation C6) represents a good approximation over this relevant range of P and T .
